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About This Game

Have a fantastic trip to one of the most beautiful countries. Travel to France and unlock its secrets through a series of puzzles
set in the capital city of Paris, amazing landscapes of Champagne and Provence, Courchevel ski resort and the jewel of French

Riviera – Cannes.
Earn dozens of achievements, get free gold to charge the powerups, blast through challenging levels and set the best score.

Learn fun facts about past and present of France on every level and collect tons of artifacts and souvenirs!
• Uncover more than 100 artifacts

• Learn the secrets of France through more than 230 levels.
• Beautiful locations

• 9 unique episodes, from the capital city of Paris to Provence, Cannes and more.
• Set of jigsaw puzzles

Your journey around the world continues! Where will your travels take you next?
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Game Information

Travel Riddles: Trip to France is a Match 3 game that was developed and published by Notus Games.

The fourth chapter of the game's series. Previous installments as follows: "Trip to India;" "Trip to Greece" and "Trip to Italy."

Game Visuals

I want to mentioned that the visuals in the game is well done. The visuals can be adjusted in the game's option menu.

Game Audio

I want to mentioned that audio for the game is well done. Even though the audio is somewhat simplistic and repetitive. The audio
can be adjusted in the game's option menu as well.

Gameplay

There is no difficulty game modes to choose from. All levels have their own difficulty,

In the match 3 genre, there are three different types of matching style: Swap; Chain and Group, the matching style in this game is
swap.

There are nine chapters in the game and has twenty-eight levels. All together there is the total of two hundred thirty levels.

There are some jigsaw puzzle levels even though the game is heavily match 3 oriented.

There are three different special power ups in the game. These special power ups helps completing the match 3 levels much quicker.

There thirty-two different achievements that can be unlocked from playing the game. Each of these achievements does come with
some requirements that needs to be completed before they can be unlocked.

Miscellaneous

Final thoughts: I have found the game enjoyable to a certain extent. The replay value for the game is low. I would recommend this
game, but not at the game's full price value.. I rarely buy casual games. But this is a very good one.

Pros:
- Beautiful screens and pictures.
- Soft music.
- Easy to play.
- Progressive difficulty design.
- Interesting game props.
- Each level has different objectives (earn points, collect certain items, etc).
- Challenge mode (Step or time limitation, 3 gold stars rating).
- Some jigsaw puzzles.
- Built-in achievements.
- Combine the introduction of France history and tourism products with game.. Oh yes! Hello to a match puzzle games + mini
jigsaw breaks (which I look forward to eagerly). It starts off nice and easy, teaching you and giving you facts about France -
which are a nice read. Then it gets really hard. Good for training your match skills if you aren't as good in these games. I also like
the power ups and hate (only in a challenging way) the vine that takes over the board. I will keep coming back to this game to
sharpen my skills and maybe make it past the levels you can easily get stuck on. Ah, the world of exciting gaming challenges. Thank
you for making this game. :)))!. Possibly the worse game in the Travel Riddles series. Boring game play, uninspiring music or
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visuals. No excitement at all. I would not pay full price for this. 3\/10. The fourth of the Travel Riddle series takes you to France.
There are a few new wrinkles... and sometimes a few miscues, but the game is beautiful.
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